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Abstract. In recent years, the existence of firn aquifers in the Antarctic Peninsula (AP) has been confirmed by in-situ obser-

vations. Given their importance for understanding the hydrology of the Antarctic ice sheet, a more spatially comprehensive

assessment of AP firn aquifers is desirable. The purpose of this study is to map firn aquifers in the AP from space using C-band

Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery from ESA’s Sentinel-1 mission. These observations enable the detection of firn aquifers at 1

x 1 km2 resolution. The method presented here is based on quantifying the characteristic, gradual backscatter increase during5

the (partial) refreezing of the liquid water in the firn layer after the peak melt season. When applied to the available time series,

it detects perennial aquifers (existing year-round) for the period 2017 to 2020, as well as seasonal aquifers which do not persist

through winter. We acknowledge that the backscatter signature in any given year is indistinguishable for seasonal and perennial

aquifers. We detect seasonal firn aquifers in the north and northwest of the AP, as well as on the Wilkins and George VI ice

shelves. Only in the north and northwest of the AP, aquifers are detected each year in the observation period, here taken as a10

proxy for perennial firn aquifers. Both distributions agree with model simulations. Further in situ and modelling studies and

longer time series of satellite observations are needed to validate the results of this study.

Copyright statement. TEXT

1 Introduction

The Antarctic Peninsula (AP, Fig. 1) is the mildest and wettest region in Antarctica, with high accumulation rates of up to15

several metres of water equivalent per year (w.e. y−1) on its western side (Fig. 1a), and the highest summer melt rates of the

continent, mainly at lower elevations (Fig. 1b; van Wessem et al., 2015; 2017). Situated between two ocean basins that are

covered by sea ice for extended periods each year, the AP experiences large natural variability in temperature. In the beginning

of this century, the observed rapid warming during the 20th century (Hansen et al., 2010) reversed into a weak cooling trend

(Turner et al., 2016). However, under the influence of anthropogenic forcing, the AP is expected to undergo further warming in20

the long term. With meltwater production expected to increase with future warming (Trusel et al., 2015; Siegert et al., 2019),
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it is essential to understand its pathways, as it is known to play a role in ice shelf disintegration (Scambos et al., 2000; van den

Broeke, 2005; Scambos et al., 2009; Gilbert and Kittel, 2021). On the Antarctic ice sheet, the fate of surface meltwater is either

refreezing, runoff, supraglacial storage in melt ponds or englacial storage in buried meltwater lakes (Lenaerts et al., 2017).

Under specific conditions it is also possible that the meltwater percolates through the pore space without refreezing to form firn25

aquifers, areas of subsurface liquid water storage. Seasonal firn aquifers form during the peak melt season and last for several

weeks to months into fall, after which the meltwater refreezes when the cold wave moves from the surface down through the

firn in the subsequent winter. An aquifer is called perennial when the refreezing of the aquifer is not yet complete when the

next melt season starts. Perennial firn aquifers develop when a favourable combination of high melt and high accumulation

rates prevents part of the stored meltwater to refreeze during winter (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014), after which the aquifer can30

be recharged in the following summer. On the Greenland ice sheet, extensive perennial firn aquifers have been observed before

the start of the melt season using in-situ measurements (e.g. firn cores) as well as ground and airborne radar, most prominently

relying on data from the NASA Operation Ice Bridge (OIB) mission (Forster et al., 2014; Miège et al., 2016; Chu et al.,

2018), and satellite remote sensing, using Sentinel-1 (S1) C-band radar imagery (Brangers et al., 2020) and L-band brightness

temperature measurements from the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite mission (Miller et al., 2020). Perennial firn35

aquifers have also been detected in Svalbard (Christianson et al., 2015). The presence of firn aquifers in the Antarctic Peninsula

has been confirmed by in situ observations on the Wilkins ice shelf by Montgomery et al. (2020) and on the Müller ice shelf

by MacDonell et al. (2021). AP firn aquifers have also been simulated in firn models forced with output of a regional climate

model (van Wessem et al., 2021). However, there are currently no published spatially comprehensive observational studies of

firn aquifers in Antarctica. This study therefore aims to map firn aquifers in the AP from space, using S1 radar backscatter40

measurements. A new method is developed, exploiting the dependency of the C-band backscatter signal on the wetness of the

firn (Stiles and Ulaby, 1980) and the resulting characteristic delayed backscatter increase after the peak melt season in the

presence of firn aquifers. Peak melt season here refers to the summer months December, January and February, acknowledging

that melt can occur throughout the year in the AP (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2018). Section 2 presents data and methods, Section

3 results, Section 4 a discussion followed by conclusions in Section 5.45

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Preprocessing of Sentinel-1 data

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) images from the Copernicus Sentinel-1 (S1) mission

were used to detect the presence of firn aquifers in the AP. S1 measurements of backscatter strength are available since the

satellite Sentinel-1A was launched in April 2014. Sufficiently dense data coverage for our purpose was only reached after the50

launch of Sentinel-1B in April 2016. Consequently, this analysis focuses on the period starting with the melt season in summer

2016/17, using data from the years 2017 to 2020. The radar instruments operate at a centre frequency of 5.405 GHz (C-band),

so that clouds and solar illumination conditions do not influence the radar signal. We used acquisitions from the Extra-Wide

Swath Mode with a swath of 400 km and a spatial resolution of 20 x 40 m. A preprocessed version of the data was accessed via
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the Python API of the Google Earth Engine (Gorelick et al., 2017), where GRD border noise removal, thermal noise removal,55

radiometric calibration and terrain correction was already applied. The data are available in dual polarisation, here only the

band of co-polarized (HH) backscatter measurements (σHH) are used. The images were reprojected to the Equal-Area Scalable

Earth (EASE) Grid 2.0 South (Brodzik et al., 2012) at 1 km resolution. The S1 satellites are each in a 12 day repeat cycle

with 175 orbits per cycle. For each satellite pass within one cycle, identified by its relative orbit number (RON), the geometry

of the orbiting satellite with respect to the Earth’s surface is different, which influences the backscatter measurements and60

results in a RON-specific bias. This bias was determined pixel-wise by taking the average σHH of each RON and subtracting

the average σHH of all orbit numbers. Subsequently, the bias was removed for all RONs with at least 50 data points. Data points

from remaining RONs were eliminated with the reasoning that for RONs with few data points, the bias cannot be determined

accurately, as the average might be influenced by seasonal variability.

2.2 Aquifer detection algorithm65

Microwave radar backscatter decreases with increasing wetness of snow, due to the higher absorption and difference in scat-

tering of the radar signal by the liquid water (Stiles and Ulaby, 1980; Shi and Dozier, 1992; Tsai et al., 2019). Using the Snow

Microwave Radiative Transfer (SMRT) model (Picard et al., 2018, see Section 2.4), Figure 2 shows the simulated backscatter

from an artificial snowpack at the S1 frequency, where the snowpack is defined by an upper snow layer of varying thickness,

a snow grain size of 400 µm and density of 200 kg m−3, an underlying 1 m thick firn layer of either wet (5 % liquid water70

content) or dry firn with a grain size of 400 µm and density of 600 kg m−3 and several constant layers below. In case of a

thin top layer of snow, the wet firn layer causes a clear reduction in backscatter compared to the dry scenario. With increasing

thickness of the snow cover, this contrast decreases. Consequently, an important limitation of the S1 aquifer detection method

is that the difference in σHH between dry and wet firn is only distinctive if the wet layer is in the upper few metres of the firn.

At a depth of 7 m the difference is already smaller than the S1 radiometric accuracy (3 standard deviations) of 1 dB. Unlike75

the observations of OIB flights, the S1 data therefore does not allow for a direct measurement of the depth of the water table.

Instead, the S1 firn aquifer detection method is based on the temporal evolution of the S1 radar backscatter after the peak melt

season. During melt episodes the backscatter signal is low for all locations with snow melt. At locations without significant

liquid melt water retention, the immediate refreezing after the melt season results in a quick increase in σHH up to pre-melt

season values within a few days or weeks. In contrast, burial and downward percolation of retained liquid melt water results80

in a delayed increase of the radar backscatter signal after the peak melt season. In the presence of an underlying perennial firn

aquifer, latent heat from partial refreezing and high snow accumulation slow down the refreezing of upper layers (Humphrey

et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2010; Brangers et al., 2020; Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014). This also results in an increase of radar

backscatter which is considerably delayed compared to non-aquifer locations. This difference in the σHH curve over time is

used to differentiate firn aquifers from non-firn aquifers. There have been various approaches of quantifying such a delay in85

signatures for the detection of firn aquifers in Greenland. Brangers et al. (2020) used the difference of S1 radar backscatter near

the end of winter to that of early autumn to deduce the presence of firn aquifers, while Miller et al. (2020) fitted a sigmoid curve

to L-Band brightness temperature curves. In this study, a new pixel-based approach is introduced as illustrated in Fig. 3. The

3
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mean backscatter σJan in the peak melt season between 1 and 15 January, where typically the lowest values are reached, and

the mean backscatter in September σSep, where values are typically stable on a high level, were recorded. Locations without90

distinct increase in backscatter after the melt season (σSep - σJan ≤ 3 dB) were masked out, as these are considered dry-snow

regions without summer melt. The σHH time series was smoothed using a 15-day centred moving average. The first day of

the year at which the smoothed time series reaches 80 % of σSep with respect to σJan (DOY80) was determined. A threshold

was defined such that pixels with DOY80 ≥ 105 (mid-April) are classified as firn aquifer locations. This threshold was chosen

based on the observation that DOY80 can be as early as mid-April at locations with the typical monotone increase of σHH95

until the beginning of the next summer melt season, which is associated with firn aquifers. When mapping the resulting firn

aquifers, noise removal was applied by removing connected areas with 3 or less pixels, corresponding to an area of 3 km2.

The definition of the term “firn aquifer” in the context of this study includes all firn aquifers that are still detectable using S1

by mid-April (15 April, DOY 105). It cannot therefore be excluded that some of the classified aquifers are not perennial but

seasonal (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014), i.e. complete refreezing of the aquifer occurs after mid-April but before the start of100

the next melt season. As the analysis is based on quantifying the backscatter curve between one summer and the next, starting

with the period of typically low backscatter in early January, the beginning of each annually observed period approximately

coincides with the beginning of a calendar year. Consequently, we can describe the backscatter evolution following summer

melt and the extent of newly formed or refilled aquifers by referring to the corresponding calendar year.

2.3 Firn model and regional climate model105

The detected spatial extent of aquifers is compared with results from the latest version of the IMAU Firn Densification Model

(IMAU-FDM v1.2A) (Ligtenberg et al., 2011; van Wessem et al., 2021; Veldhuijsen et al., 2022). Using layers of 2 to 15

cm thickness, the semi-empirical IMAU-FDM simulates the transient evolution of a vertical firn column using a Lagrangian

layer administration. The model includes parameterizations for heat conduction, dry snow densification, meltwater percolation

and refreezing. Meltwater percolation is simulated with the tipping-bucket method, whereby each firn layer has a maximum110

irreducible water content that decreases with increasing density following Coléou et al. (1999). Any remaining meltwater

moves downwards through all layers in a single model timestep, until it refreezes in a layer with sufficient available pore space

and if sufficient heat can be extracted. Otherwise, remaining liquid water can be retained up to the maximum irreducible water

content. Percolation continues until the pore close-off depth, where the firn layer transitions to impermeable glacier ice, after

which instantaneous runoff is assumed. IMAU-FDM is forced at its upper boundary by three-hourly fields of instantaneous115

surface temperature, 10-m wind speed, accumulation (total precipitation minus sublimation minus drifting snow erosion) and

cumulative surface liquid water input (melt plus rain) from the regional atmospheric climate model RACMO2.3p2 (Fig. 1, van

Wessem et al., 2018; 2021). RACMO2 has a horizontal resolution over the AP of 5.5 x 5.5 km2, which also determines the

horizontal resolution of IMAU-FDM. IMAU-FDM does not simulate standing water or lateral water flow, so only a qualitative

comparison can be made with S1 detected aquifers on the basis of the presence of irreducible liquid water content. When120

applied over the Greenland ice sheet, a previous version of IMAU-FDM accurately predicted the location of observed (using

in situ data and airborne radar) perennial firn aquifers (Forster et al., 2014; Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014; Steger et al., 2017).
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2.4 SMRT radiative transfer model

To compare the IMAU-FDM time series of firn aquifers with the observed S1 time series for selected locations (see Fig. 1a), we

translated the IMAU-FDM time series of density, temperature and liquid water content into a simulated S1 HH-backscatter time125

series using the SMRT radiative transfer model (Picard et al., 2018). Therefore, 10-day IMAU-FDM depth profiles of density,

temperature and liquid water content with a vertical resolution of 4 cm were converted into a SMRT snowpack, where we

assumed an exponential microstructure model with correlation length of 1 mm throughout the profile. This SMRT snowpack

was subsequently translated into modelled S1 backscatter using SMRT with S1 settings for frequency (5.405 GHz) and typical

incidence angle (30°) and using the Discrete Ordinate and Eigenvalue Solver (DORT).130

3 Results

3.1 Sentinel-1 and SRTM backscatter time series at four locations

To demonstrate the advantages and difficulties in the Sentinel-1 (S1) detection method and its validation, Fig. 4 shows time

series of relevant observed and modelled parameters at four sample locations (see Fig. 1a) with progressively higher backscatter

reduction and (modelled) liquid water content. On Larsen C ice shelf (Fig. 4a), a location with rapid meltwater refreezing and135

therefore small amounts of retained liquid water, every year the observed backscatter increases rapidly to σSep values at the

end of the melt season and DOY80 remains below the threshold value of 105. As a result, the S1 firn aquifer detection method

returns a negative result: no firn aquifer is detected. On George VI, Wilkins and Müller ice shelves in Figs. 4b-d, the increase

in observed S1 backscatter is more gradual and extends over longer time periods with the regular occurrence of DOY80 ≥ 105,

meaning that a firn aquifer is detected by S1. The location on Müller ice shelf (Fig. 4d), however, shows higher amounts of140

retained liquid water and therefore lower backscatter in September and non-uniform backscatter increases. Here, the DOY80

threshold might underestimate the presence of aquifers in some years (e.g., 2020).

There is a clear correspondence between the presence of liquid water in IMAU-FDM and the corresponding forward-

modelled SMRT S1 backscatter time series on the one hand, and the observed S1 backscatter time series on the other hand.

For instance, in the summer of 2020, IMAU-FDM simulates higher liquid water content (LWC), and the modelled SMRT and145

observed S1 backscatter time series show good correspondence with a more gradual increase in backscatter. However, in the

summer of 2019, IMAU-FDM simulates lower liquid water content, and the modelled SMRT backscatter increases quickly af-

ter the melt season, whereas the observed S1 backscatter time series only increases gradually. This indicates that IMAU-FDM

in combination with SMRT potentially underestimates aquifer presence for some years. Alternatively, the S1 backscatter signal

could represent persistent or slowly buried supraglacial lakes, which are features not taken into account by IMAU-FDM.150

3.2 Aquifer extent using Sentinel-1 remote sensing data

Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of the parameter DOY80 for 2019 (a) and 2020 (b), the two years with the smallest

and largest detected firn aquifer area in the studied period, respectively. Reddish colours represent the locations where DOY80
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exceeds the threshold of 105, our definition for the presence of a firn aquifer in that year. In 2019, the detected total aquifer

area amounts to 14,109 km2 and in 2020 to 41,970 km2. Although the time series are short, a large interannual variability in155

firn aquifer area is implied, and this suggests that firn aquifers are seasonal in most areas. In 2019, firn aquifers are detected in

the coastal regions in the north, northwest and west of the AP. In 2020, there are additional firn aquifer locations on the Wilkins

ice shelf as well as on the northern and southern extremities of the George VI ice shelf.

3.3 RACMO2.3p2 climate in aquifer regions

By comparing Figs. 1 and 5, we demonstrate that aquifers are mainly detected in regions where both snow accumulation and160

snowmelt rates are high, in line with previous studies (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014). In regions with high snowmelt but

relatively low accumulation rates, such as Larsen C ice shelf, aquifers are generally not detected. Fig. 6 quantifies this further

by comparing the S1 detected aquifer pattern to the RACMO2.3p2 2017-2020 average fields of accumulation and surface

snowmelt. For this we assigned each RACMO2 pixel to bin sizes of 50 mm w.e. y−1 average snowmelt and 200 mm w.e. y−1

average accumulation. The colour shows the percentage of S1 detected aquifer occurrences within these bins, for occurrences165

in all years (a) and occurrence in at least a single year (b) in the period 2017-2020, as a function of average annual surface

melt (y-axis) and accumulation (x-axis) for that period. Detected aquifers are clearly located in regions where both surface

melt and accumulation rates are high. The figure also reveals that the fraction of detected aquifers generally does not decline

with increasing accumulation for a given melt rate. This indicates that the S1 detection method does not fail to detect aquifers

in regions with high accumulation rates and the associated fast burial. Firn aquifer occurrence in at least one year (Fig. 6b) is170

also high in regions with relatively low average melt (50-100 mm w.e. y−1). This could be associated with a single high-melt

year, or model underestimated melt, as climate models have difficulties in accurately estimating surface melt over areas with

low surface albedo, such as ponds and meltwater lakes (Hu et al., 2021).

3.4 Comparison with IMAU-FDM liquid water content

The fact that the spatial extent of the S1-detected firn aquifers differs strongly from year to year suggests that seasonal firn175

aquifers explain a significant part of the interannual variability. But, as stated above, based on the S1 detection method alone

we cannot make this distinction between seasonal and perennial firn aquifers. To investigate this further we use the output of

a firn model, IMAU-FDM v1.2A, forced with three-hourly output of RACMO2.3p2 for the same period (2017-2020, Fig. 7).

For the purpose of this study, we define seasonal firn aquifers to be present in IMAU-FDM as locations where liquid water is

present in April (post-summer but pre-winter) but not in the following September (post-winter but pre-summer), and perennial180

firn aquifers where liquid water is present in both April and the following September. Fig. 7a shows the areas where S1 detects

a firn aquifer in at least one of the four years in the period 2017-2020 (blue plus orange in Fig. 7a) or all of the three years

with complete coverage (2018-2020, orange). Figs. 7b and c show the occurrence of seasonal (blue) and perennial (orange) firn

aquifers in IMAU-FDM, for two definitions of perennial aquifers: in panel (b) we require at least a single September month in

the period 2018-2020 to have LWC > 0, in panel (c ) we require all three September months to have LWC > 0. The areas of185

the blue plus orange regions in Fig. 7a (62,680 km2) and Figs. 7b and c (59,740 km2) are comparable and also show a similar
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spatial distribution: firn aquifers are detected and modelled along the north-western coast of the AP as far south as George

VI ice shelf, and along the AP’s northeastern coast as far south as (the remainder of) Larsen B ice shelf. The South Shetland

Islands show almost complete firn aquifer cover, confirmed by local observations (Jiahong et al., 1998; Travassos and Simoes,

2004; Macheret et al., 2009). Further south, the firn aquifer signals become more restricted to the low-lying island’s coastal190

zones. Furthest south, Alexander Island only has firn aquifers along its northern and western coasts. Extensive firn aquifers

are detected and modelled over Wilkins ice shelf but more fragmented coverage and also some discrepancies between the two

products are found over George VI, Bach and Larsen C ice shelves. The orange areas in Fig. 7a (aquifers detected in all years

by S1, 10,240 km2) and Figs. 7b (perennial firn aquifers modelled by IMAU-FDM in at last a single year, 16,274 km2) and c

(perennial firn aquifers modelled by IMAU-FDM in all three years, 7,865 km2) are again comparable in magnitude and spatial195

patterns. As expected, the total perennial firn aquifer area is much reduced compared to the area of seasonal firn aquifers. The

bands of perennial firn aquifers along the AP coast are narrower and more restricted to the lowest-lying regions, and on Wilkins

and George VI ice shelves, perennial firn aquifers occur only sporadically.

4 Discussion

4.1 Limitations of the method200

The most important limitation of the Sentinel-1 (S1) firn aquifer detection method is that it does not directly measure the liquid

water content in the firn. The increase of backscatter over time after the peak melt season can be caused by the wet layer

getting buried under fresh snow accumulation, by (partial) refreezing of the wet layer, by further downward percolation of the

wet layer or by a combination of these processes. A delay in the backscatter increase cannot be attributed specifically to either

of these processes, although Fig. 6 shows that the S1 detection method does still work in regions with fastest burial. While205

underlying perennial firn aquifers might also be the cause for a delayed signature due to an inhibited refreezing of upper layers,

this is not necessarily the case. For this reason, it is currently not possible to distinguish between perennial and seasonal firn

aquifers using S1 detection alone. Likewise, it is not possible to quantify the water table depth, firn aquifer thickness or the

total amount of liquid water in the firn layer with this method.

Another limitation of the proposed S1 firn aquifer detection method is that it might underestimate the presence of aquifers210

in regions that still have high amounts of liquid water in the upper 15 m of the firn in September. This may result in lower

backscatter in September (σSep) and non-uniform backscatter increases (e.g. Müller ice shelf in 2020). In these cases, the

DOY80 threshold might underestimate the presence of aquifers in some years where the model indicates high liquid water

content. This may result in the underestimation of perennial aquifers from the Sentinel-1 data.

In the absence of longer observational time series, it is hard to come up with an observation-based estimate of uncertainties.215

Obviously, the detected firn aquifer extent is sensitive to the choice of the DOY80 threshold: moving the threshold 7 days

earlier increases the blue plus orange area in Fig. 6a by 26 % and the orange area by 12 %. Accordingly, shifting the threshold

to a date 7 days later decreases the blue plus orange area by 17 % and the orange area by 20 %. During the OIB campaign

on Wilkins ice shelf, the water table depth reached values of up to 20 m (Montgomery et al., 2020), which is deeper than

7
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can be detected by S1. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that choosing a later DOY80 threshold implies potentially not220

detecting perennial firn aquifers which are too deep to still influence the signal after several months. On the other hand, an

earlier threshold would include signals from surface meltwater or meltwater in the firn which refreezes soon after the melt

events. Our choice of threshold is a compromise between both scenarios and while it gives plausible results, it might cause an

under- or overestimation of the firn aquifer extent at certain locations.

No information about the length of the summertime melt season at a specific location is incorporated into the algorithm. The225

threshold for firn aquifer classification is a fixed date range, which discriminates against locations with a short melt season and

does not consider the interannual variability of surface melt dates. An alternative method based on melt duration information

based on radiometer (Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder - SMMIS) and scatterometer (Advanced Scatterometer -

ASCAT) observations was attempted but rejected as the irregular occurrence of melt events outside of the summer months

is difficult to account for. In the current version of the detection algorithm, outliers in the backscatter time series are not230

eliminated. The outliers are not expected to have a large effect on the estimated total aquifer area, but they might affect the

parameter DOY80 and thereby influence the classification of individual locations in individual years. This issue should be

resolved in future applications.

A further limitation in the S1 firn aquifer detection method is that for some years and some locations in the AP, the amount

of data points is not sufficient for this analysis. This issue will become less relevant in the coming years as the amount of data is235

increasing, although a complication is that Sentinel-1B has failed since December 2021 with no guarantee of operating again.

The comparison to IMAU-FDM is not perfect, and the simulation of aquifers in IMAU-FDM is hampered by simplifying

parameterizations as well as deficiencies in the climate forcing, which is taken from a regional climate model. As examples of

missing processes in IMAU-FDM, lateral (horizontal) flow is not included, and the model is currently not simulating standing

water over an impenetrable surface (such as thick ice lenses). Instead, liquid water is assumed to percolate all the way to the240

bottom of the firn column, to the firn-ice interface. There, it is assumed to run off instantaneously, and is thereby removed from

the firn column. Likely, this causes IMAU-FDM to systematically underestimate the volume of liquid water in firn aquifers

which precludes the use of modelled LWC in a more quantitative comparison.

4.2 Interpretation of results

In spite of the limitations discussed above, there are multiple indications that the S1 firn aquifer detection method presented245

here provides a reasonable estimate of firn aquifer extent in the AP. Aquifers are detected in regions where they are expected due

to high accumulation and melt values according to theoretical considerations (Fig. 6, Kuipers Munneke et al., 2014). Moreover,

spatial patterns generally agree well with seasonal and perennial aquifers modelled in IMAU-FDM, giving confidence in both

results. This preliminary comparison also suggests that the S1 detection method could be used to establish proxies for seasonal

and perennial aquifers, e.g. by imposing that perennial aquifers are detected in a number of consecutive years. Based on this250

result, perennial aquifers exist in regions where both snow accumulation and snow melt are high, whereas seasonal aquifers

are found in regions with high melt but not necessarily high snow accumulation. Comparing the satellite detection results with

in-situ measurements on the Wilkins and Müller ice shelves (Montgomery et al., 2020; MacDonell et al., 2021) is complex
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as dissimilar quantities in different time scopes are measured. On Wilkins Ice Shelf, the reported aquifer water tables were

typically located at 6 to 22 meter the surface in 2014, and IMAU-FDM does not provide indications that the very deep aquifers255

have been recharged in recent years. At these depths, the radiometric accuracy of the Sentinel-1 backscatter observations

becomes too low to reliably detect the presence or absence of an aquifer (see Figure 2). However, knowing that liquid water

retention is possible at these locations validates the assumption that firn aquifers were present in at least some of the years.

Further analysis of OIB flight measurements would be useful for comparison as they provide information on the firn aquifer

water table on a larger scale. Especially collecting measurements before the peak melt season would be valuable as they allow260

detection of perennial firn aquifers which are more robustly defined than seasonal aquifers. Currently the OIB-based water

table data are only available for November 2014 (Montgomery et al., 2020), a moment for which S1 based aquifer detection

is not yet possible. For a comparison of the same period, S1 data from January 2014 would be necessary, whereas the first S1

satellite (Sentinel-1A) was only launched in April 2014. Finally, it is noteworthy that the existence of perennial firn aquifers at

the grounding line and the presence of extensive floating ice shelves appear to be mutually exclusive on both sides of the AP265

(Fig. 7). This suggests that perennial firn aquifers play an important role in ice shelf viability and demise: if a perennial firn

aquifer develops around the grounding line or on the ice shelf, it is a precursor for collapse. An exception is Wilkins ice shelf,

but it is well known that this ice shelf has partly disintegrated in recent years (Braun et al., 2009).

5 Conclusions

This study presents a method for mapping Antarctic Peninsula (AP) firn aquifers from space using Sentinel-1 (S1), based on270

a delayed increase of SAR backscatter after the peak melt season in the presence of a firn aquifer. In principle, the proposed

method cannot distinguish between seasonal firn aquifers (that last for several months before refreezing) and perennial firn

aquifers (that survive throughout the winter), as in both cases the backscatter curves can have a similar shape. However,

comparing with firn model output suggests that firn aquifer persistence from year to year provides insight in the partitioning

of seasonal and perennial aquifers. The total area of S1 detected seasonal firn aquifers in at least one of the four years between275

2017 and 2020 amounts to 62,680 km2, in good agreement with the model seasonal aquifer product (59,740 km2). The area

in which an aquifer was detected in every year between 2018 and 2020 is 10,240 km2, again in agreement with the model

perennial firn aquifer product (7,865 km2 - 16,274 km2, depending on how strictly the definition is applied).

Good agreement between satellite and model is also found in the spatial distribution: seasonal firn aquifers are found in the

coastal regions in the northwest and north of the AP, on the Wilkins ice shelf and in the north and south of George VI ice280

shelf. Compared to seasonal aquifers, the perennial firn aquifers along the AP are confined to narrow bands in the lowest-lying

areas, and the presence of perennial aquifers on Wilkins and George VI ice shelves is only sporadic. The locations of the

detected perennial firn aquifers coincide with regions of high snow accumulation and snow melt, supporting previous studies

that these conditions are required for their formation. An interesting finding is that the presence of perennial firn aquifers at

the grounding line and extensive floating ice shelves appear to be mutually exclusive, suggesting that perennial firn aquifer285

development around the grounding line could be a precursor of ice shelf demise. With temperatures in the AP rising in a
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future warming climate, increased snowfall/rainfall and surface melt and less refreezing might increase the amount of liquid

water in the firn and thereby enhance firn aquifer formation, influencing the stability of ice shelves. It thus remains important

to continue observing firn aquifers in the AP. Further studies are needed to validate the presented S1 detection method, and

evaluate the IMAU-FDM model results. More in-situ measurements of the firn liquid water content and improved modelling290

of water transport in firn can help calibrate the demonstrated method and aid to better distinguish perennial from seasonal firn

aquifers in the AP.

Code and data availability. The Python code for S1 firn aquifer detection using the Google Earth Engine is published via GitLab (https://

gitlab.awi.de/lenbuth/tc-aquifers). IMAU-FDM data as well as maps of DOY80 and the corresponding detected aquifer locations for each year

can be downloaded from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7113603 (Buth et al., 2022). Alternatively, the S1 detection results can be accessed in295

the original resolution as an asset directly in the Google Earth Engine (https://code.earthengine.google.com/?asset=users/lbuth/aquifers_AP).

A brief description of the datasets can be found in the GitLab and Zenodo projects.
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Figure 1. Antarctic Peninsula 2017-2020 average annual accumulation (a) and surface melt (b), from RACMO2.3p2 (updated from van

Wessem et al. (2017)). Locations of the four backscatter time series are indicated by the numbered white circles in (a): Larsen C, George VI,

Wilkins and Müller ice shelves.
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Figure 2. Left axis: The S1 backscatter signal in the presence of a wet (5 % LWC, blue) versus dry layer (orange) at different depths in the

firn as simulated by the Snow Microwave Radiative Transfer (SMRT) model. Right axis: The solid green line shows the difference of both

curves as compared to the radiometric accuracy of S1 (dashed green line).
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Figure 3. An illustration of the firn aquifer detection method presented in this study. Blue dots represent a backscatter time series, the periods

1-15 January and 1-30 September are highlighted as bars in salmon pink. Corresponding backscatter values and the 80 % threshold are

indicated by horizontal lines. The vertical blue line shows the first day at which the 80 % threshold is exceeded (DOY80), in this ideal case

coinciding with the aquifer detection threshold DOY80 ≥ 105.
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Figure 4. Time series for four example locations on (a) Larsen C, (b) George VI, (c) Wilkins and (d) Müller ice shelves (for locations see Fig.

1a) of observed and smoothed Sentinel-1 backscatter signal (red), modelled vertically (0-15 m depth) integrated IMAU-FDM liquid water

content (LWC, green) and resulting modelled SRTM backscatter (blue). The coloured vertical lines represent the parameter DOY80 (purple)

and threshold DOY80 = 105 (pink) for the respective location and year.
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Figure 5. Day of the year (DOY) at which 80 % of σSep with respect to σJan is reached for the years (a) 2019 and (b) 2020. Locations where

DOY80 ≥ 105 (indicated by the red regions) are classified as S1 detected firn aquifers.
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Figure 6. Percentage of S1 detected firn aquifer occurrences (a) in all years and in (b) at least one year over the period 2017-2020, as a

function of annual surface melt (y-axis) and accumulation (x-axis) averaged over the period 2017-2020. RACMO2 grid cells are grouped in

melt bins of 50 mmw.e. y−1 and accumulation bins of 200 mmw.e. y−1.
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Figure 7. (a) Areas where S1 detects a firn aquifer in at least one of the four years (2017-2020, blue plus orange) or all of the three years with

complete coverage (2018-2020, orange); (b) areas where IMAU-FDM simulates seasonal aquifer occurrence (2017-2020, blue plus orange)

(any of the four April months LWC > 0) or perennial aquifer occurrence (2018-2020, orange, any of three September LWC > 0); (c) as in

(b), but orange indicates LWC > 0 in all of three September months.
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